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ISU Feedlot Monitor – v3
Garland Dahlke, assistant scientist, Animal Science, Iowa State University
Versions of the ISU Feedlot and Cost Monitoring Software have been in place since 1982 and the latest version is now 
available upon request from he Iowa Beef Center  Although the mechanics of computer op ration tend to take most of the 
attention of what is presented, this software has given a face to a long time philosophy held by the Iowa Beef Center that 
cattle feeding operations need to objectively measure, monitor and react appropriately to livestock and financial performance 
on a continuous basis in order to better manage the events of tomorrow from known current and historical data. This 
software provides an affordable means to compile cattle feeding financial and performance information and to assist in the 
interpretation of what is occurring  
The updated version allows for the same feed to beef focus as previous versions  Therefore f eding period summaries, 
projections, closeouts, itemized account records and custom feeding invoice statements are still standard  The provision 
to allow for individual animal monitoring and projections as is necessary for heifer and bull development has been made. 
Along with this feature, animal health issues have a greater focus with the new release giving an opportunity to track drug 
inventories as one would do with a feed inventory and allow processing and treatment protocols to be imported from a 
consultant. Cost and income channels are more flexible in terms of defining and recording the production inputs and outputs 
being tracked. Environmental issues dealing with nutrient excretion, weather and manure logistics are easy to tie in and 
report on to satisfy some of the DNR / EPA reporting requirements  Finally, the renewed interest in benchmarking has been 
addressed with the ease of compiling and reporting closeout data via the internet.
Access to the new Feedlot Monitor software is possible by contacting the Iowa Beef Center at 515 294 2333. Cost is $600 
for new users and $200 for existing users to upgrade. Look for information, demonstrations, troubleshooting guides and 
program add-ons to appear on the Iowa Beef Center website (www.iowabeefcenter.org) in time.
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Five primary areas 
• SetUp  - use to define inventories and 
identify frequently used inputs. 
• Update Data – use to provide routine 
data. 
• Analysis Reports – use to generate 
summary reports, edit and evaluate 
data. 
• Utilities – Use to import, export, 
archive and clear data. 
• Dashboard – quick reference to 
compiled data. 
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Example Feeding Period Output 
Performance to date Period performance  Costs / lb gain Breakeven Live and Carcass 
        Marketing signal (drop in dry matter intake, and dry matter intake as a percent of body weight) 
Example Closeout 
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